VB400
BODY-WORN CAMERA
The VB400 is the next generation of body-worn camera technology. Rugged build quality. High performance. Multiple ways to connect. Delivering the features you need to take control of every situation.

“CAPTURES SUPPORTIVE EVIDENCE AND HELPS MANAGE BEHAVIOR.”

Domestic Violence Unit, West Midlands Police, UK
BUILT FOR THE JOB

With this next-generation of connected body-worn cameras, you’re in control of every situation.

The VB400 is built to protect your team and prove their professionalism. With full shift recording, pre / post-recording capabilities and multiple ways to connect.

WHAT’S INSIDE?

- ✔️ Long battery life for full shift recording
- ✔️ Pre / post-record captures the moments that matter
- ✔️ Full HD recording in 1080p
- ✔️ Bluetooth® & Wi-Fi® connectivity
- ✔️ Peer-assisted recording
- ✔️ GPS
- ✔️ Secure file encryption
- ✔️ Flexible mounting options
HIGH-QUALITY VIDEO

Full 1080p HD ensures the VB400 accurately captures events from the wearer’s viewpoint.

We know every detail matters. That’s why we equipped the VB400 with a wide-angle, 1080p HD lens.

Designed to capture high-quality video from the wearer’s viewpoint, the VB400 delivers transparency, protects people and proves professionalism.

CAPTURE THE BIGGER PICTURE WITH PRE / POST-RECORD

Context is vital. With pre / post-record enabled, capture the important interactions leading up to the main event.

Capturing unexpected interactions can mean the difference between conviction and acquittal. Pre / post-record captures a continuous loop of audio and video before the moment the camera starts recording. Combining Bluetooth sensors with peer-assisted recording, the VB400 captures the bigger picture without the need to press record.

The VB400 records up to 12 hours on a single charge. Shift-long recording means better protection for lone-workers, or staff working in hostile environments.
CONNECTED FOR A SMARTER RESPONSE

Remaining connected to the frontline enables a smarter response and better protection.

Bluetooth and Wi-Fi deliver a powerful mix of capabilities. Live streaming connects your team to the control room, enhancing situational awareness.

Integrated with Bluetooth sensors and beacons, automated recording functionality empowers your team to respond quickly in the moments that matter.

RUGGED AND INTUITIVE DESIGN

You need a body-worn camera that is built to withstand the rigours of the job.

The toughened exterior of the VB400 resists rain, snow and dust. Tested to military standards, the result is a body-worn camera that works when you need it.

The large central button and robust side switch are positioned for easy operation, even when wearing gloves.
STAY CONNECTED. STAY IN CONTROL.

Remaining connected is essential to the safety of your team.

With multiple ways to connect, the VB400 helps you improve efficiency, coordinate a smarter response and protect the front-line.

**LIVE STREAMING**
Tether to a trusted Wi-Fi network or your personal 4G hotspot to live-stream video footage in real-time to remote colleagues. Improved situational awareness is invaluable when mobilising backup.

**PEER-ASSISTED RECORDING**
Capture multiple viewpoints of the same incident, without lifting a finger. PAR automatically activates colleagues’ VB400 cameras when they come into range.

**BLUETOOTH SENSOR MONITORING**
Configure the VB400 to automatically start recording when prompted by a managed Bluetooth beacon or a Bluetooth holster sensor.

**CONNECT TO THE VB400 COMPANION APP**
View and categorise footage when working in the field, then remotely upload it to VideoManager for a more streamlined incident response.

*Requires Companion App licence and Android device.
VIDEOMANAGER
ADVANCED MEDIA, DEVICE AND
USER MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE


VideoManager enhances the capabilities of Motorola Solutions’ body-worn cameras via a seamless, intuitive and highly configurable software experience. Security and workflow optimisation take centre stage. Customisable roles and device profiles control system access and audit logs provide the all-important evidence trail required to support the judicial process.
FLEXIBLE AND SCALABLE

We know your organisation is unique, that’s why we built a VideoManager to suit everyone. Whether you need a highly scalable cloud instance to support 10,000 body-worn cameras or a smaller, on-premises 100 camera deployment, there’s a VideoManager that fits.

CLOUD SERVICE
- No Software to Install
- Managed Upgrades
- Automatic Licence Renewal
- Effortless Scalability

ENTERPRISE LICENCE
- Complete Control
- Maximum Security
- Enables On-premises Integrations with VMS
- Leverage Your Existing Infrastructure

For more information, please visit: www.motorolasolutions.com
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